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David Hughes (editor). The Folio Book of Comic Short Stories. London: The Folio Society , 2005. 1st
thus. With colour illustrations by Paul Cox. By authors including P G Wodehouse, Saki, Dorothy Parker
and Robertson Davies. Clean copy which appears unread. Slipcase with some marking. Fine in very
good slipcase dust-jacket. Quarter cloth with paper sides blocked and printed with design by the artist .
(4472) £8.00

Geoffrey Jaggard. Blandings the Blest. London: Macdonald, 1968. 1st Edition. Companion to the
Wodehouse novels - the complete reference guide to the Blandings Castle novels - family trees, etc
Book in very good clean condition. Wrap complete and clean with some fading to spine. Near fine in very
good + dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5015) £20.00

Geraldine Beare (editor) . Short Stories from 'The Strand'. London: The Folio Society , 1992. 1st thus .
Introduction by Frank Delaney and illustrations by David Eccles. A selection of short stories originally
published in the Strand magazine. Range of authors including P G Wodehouse and Aldous Huxley. Fine
clean copy in worn slipcase. Fine in near fine slipcase dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (2075) £3.00

Geraldine Beare (editor) . Short Stories from 'The Strand'. London: The Folio Society , 1992. 1st thus .
Introduction by Frank Delaney and illustrations by David Eccles. A selection of short stories originally
published in the Strand magazine. Range of authors including P G Wodehouse and Aldous Huxley. Fine
clean copy in worn slipcase. Near fine in fair dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (2138) £2.00

Geraldine Beare (editor) . Short Stories from 'The Strand'. London: The Folio Society , 1992. 1st thus .
Introduction by Frank Delaney and illustrations by David Eccles. A selection of short stories originally
published in the Strand magazine. Range of authors including P G Wodehouse and Aldous Huxley. Fine
clean copy in worn slipcase. Fine in Good slipcase dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (2335) £3.00

Ogden Nash (editor), P G Wodehouse. Nothing but Wodehouse. New York: Garden City Publishing
Company, Inc, 1932. 1st thus. Selection of Wodehouse stories. In original cloth binding which is a bit
wobbly with some fraying to spine ends and general tattiness at edges and corners. Contents clean with
some spotting and marking at the foredge. Fair. Hardcover.  (5010) £5.00

P G Wodehouse. Aunts aren't Gentlemen. A Jeeves and Bertie story. London: Barrie & Jenkins,
1974. 1st Edition. Ex library copy with dustwrapper. Blue cloth binding with gilt titles to spine. Corners
bumped and general pulling to spine ends. Light marking. Contents - front endpaper removed and some
nasty stamping to verso of title page. Contents with some occasional marking and small ink note at back
endpaper. Wrap designed by Osbert Lancaster. It is complete with some browning and nibbling to edges.
Fair in good + dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5076) £10.00

P G Wodehouse. Aunts aren't Gentlemen. A Jeeves and Bertie story. London: Barrie & Jenkins,
1974. 1st Edition. Ex library copy with dustwrapper. Red cloth binding with gilt titles to spine. Binding with
light wear and a crease down the centre of the spine. Contents - front endpaper removed and general
library annoyances. Contents with some occasional marking. Wrap designed by Osbert Lancaster. It is
complete with some browning and nibbling with loss to edges and folds. Fair in good dust-jacket.
Hardcover.  (5086) £8.00
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P G Wodehouse. Aunts aren't Gentlemen. A Jeeves and Bertie story. London: Barrie & Jenkins,
1974. 1st Edition. Bright blue cloth binding with gilt titles. Light wear to corners, ends and edges.
Internally occasional spotting initially and more obvious marking in the final pages. Spotting to foredge.
Wrap price clipped. Lamination is a bit faulty close to the spine on the front panel. Some grubbiness at
the edges. Good + in good + dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5087) £30.00

P G Wodehouse. Bachelors Anonymous. London: Barrie & Jenkins , 1973. 1st Edition. Wrap designed
by Osbert Lancaster. Green cloth binding with gilt titles to spine. Small mark on front board, otherwise
bright and clean. Inscription to front endpaper. Wrap price clipped and with a little grubbiness to edges.
Near fine in good + dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5077) £20.00

P G Wodehouse. Barmy in Wonderland. London: Barrie & Jenkins, 1978. 1st thus . ISBN: 0257656480.
Wrap is price-clipped and with slight edge nibbling to top edge. Binding with light pulling to spine ends.
Internally very clean with gift inscription to front endpaper and a couple of pages with corner creases.
Very good + in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5051) £15.00

P G Wodehouse. Bill the Conqueror. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1938. 16th edition. Binding sound but
worn. Contents clean with toning to paper. Fair. Hardcover.  (5168) £3.00

P G Wodehouse. Carry On, Jeeves. London: Herbert Jenkins Ltd. 12th printing . Very bright and clean
binding. Contents very clean with some spotting to top page edges. Near fine. Hardcover.  (6317) £12.00

P G Wodehouse. The Coming of Bill. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1928. 13th printing. Clean copy.
Small mark on both boards and turned corners. Spine ends pulled. Contents very clean. Good.
Hardcover.  (5169) £8.00

P G Wodehouse. The Coming of Bill. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1928. 13th printing. Clean copy.
Spine lightly cocked to front. Inscription to front pastedown endpaper. Contents clean with occasional
marking to margins. Good. Hardcover.  (5170) £8.00

P G Wodehouse. The Coming of Bill. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1928. 13th printing. Clean copy.
Some wear and bumping to corners. Spine ends lightly pulled. Clean internally. Good +. Hardcover.
(5171) £10.00

P G Wodehouse. Doctor Sally. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1952. Re-issue, 1st Herbert Jenkins edn. 1st
Herbert Jenkins publication - originally published by Methuen. Jacket price-clipped with some edge
nibbles and slight grubbiness. Binding clean with pulling to spine ends. Contents clean with occasional
light foxing and some spotting to foredge. Good + in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5056) £24.00

P G Wodehouse. French Leave. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1955. 1st Edition. Binding with spine cocked
to front and light scuffing. Boards with slight warp and corners lightly turned. Some brown spotting to top
page edge. Foyles bookshop sticker to front endpaper. Contents very clean . Good. Hardcover.
(5058) £5.00

P G Wodehouse. Frozen Assets. London: Herbert Jenkins Ltd, 1964. 1st Edition. Red cloth binding with
gilt titles. Bumping to top corners. Internally some foxing to preliminaries and bottom margins up to circa
p 48 after which there is occasional spotting. Some spotting to foredge. Adverts at the rear. Jacket price
clipped with some top edge tears and some grubbiness to back cover. Good + in good dust-jacket.
Hardcover.  (5079) £25.00
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P G Wodehouse. A Gentleman of Leisure. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, 1929. 9th printing . Green
cloth binding with black titles. Spine darkened with some light pale marking which extends to the front
board and a crease at the top. Spine ends pulled. Some marking to foredge which occasionally extends
into margins internally. Good +. Hardcover.  (5069) £6.00

P G Wodehouse. The Girl in Blue. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1971. 1st Edition. ISBN: 671208020.
1st US edition. Binding and contents in lovely clean condition with slight pull to spine. Wrap with some
loss at the bottom of the front flap . Near fine in good + dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5054) £16.00

P G Wodehouse. The Gold Bat. London: A & C Black Ltd, 1933. 2nd edition, 2nd reprint . An early
school story, first published in 1904. Binding tight and clean. Some spotting to foredge and bottom page
edges. School prize inscription at front endpaper. With colour frontispiece. Contents complete. Sporadic
light foxing. Good +. Hardcover.  (6312) £18.00

P G Wodehouse. The Heart of a Goof. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, Circa 1927. 4th printing . Nice
clean early copy. Binding is very bright. Bump to bottom corners and some turning to top corners. Spine
slightly darkened with some pulling to spine ends. Light wear to edges. Contents with some spotting at
page edges and foredge. Preliminaries with a little spotting. Some foxing in the text at pp 97-110 and
234-240. 4 pages of adverts at the rear. Good +. Hardcover.  (5081) £8.00

P G Wodehouse. The Heart of a Goof. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, Circa 1927. 4th printing . Nice
clean early copy. Binding is very bright. Bump to bottom corners and some turning to top corners. Spine
slightly darkened with some pulling to spine ends. Light wear to edges. Contents with some spotting at
page edges and foredge. Preliminaries with a little spotting. Some foxing in the text at pp 97-110 and
234-240. 4 pages of adverts at the rear. Good +. Hardcover.  (5083) £8.00

P G Wodehouse. Indiscretions of Archie. London: Barrie & Jenkins, 1978. 1st thus . ISBN:
0257659544. Wrap is complete and clean with slight crease to front flap. Binding in fine bright condition.
Internally very clean with gift inscription to front endpaper. Near fine in very good + dust-jacket.
Hardcover.  (5049) £12.00

P G Wodehouse. Indiscretions of Archie. London: Herbert Jenkins Ltd, Circa 1926. 8th printing . Sound
clean early printing of a Wodehouse classic. Binding very clean - with bumping to bottom corners and
some pulling to spine. A lot of spotting to foredge and some spotting to page margins. P 109 has lost the
bottom corner tip and there is a repaired edge tear at the bottom of p 205. Good. Hardcover.
(6268) £5.00

P G Wodehouse. Joy in the Morning. London: Barrie & Jenkins, 1974. 1st thus . ISBN: 0257659714.
Reissue of a Herbert Jenkins publication. Bright binding with bump to top front corner. Spine lightly
pulled and cocked to the front. Inscription to front endpaper. Contents very clean and otherwise
unmarked. Jacket complete with some browning at the edges and a little edgewear. Near fine in very
good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5177) £15.00

P G Wodehouse. Louder and Funnier. London: Barrie & Jenkins, 1976. 1st thus . ISBN: 0257660259.
One of the scarcer Wodehouse titles. Wrap is price-clipped and with some very light wear to the top and
bottom of the spine. Binding is bright and clean with a couple of cloth creases to the boards, and light
wear to spine ends. Internally very clean with gift inscription to front endpaper. Very good + in good +
dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5048) £20.00
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P G Wodehouse. The Man Upstairs. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1930. 13th edition . Binding sound -
slightly cocked to rear and with the usual wear to spine ends and corners. Contents clean and sound.
Slight damage to one page edge. Paper lightly toned - particularly at the margins. Good +. Hardcover.
(6310) £8.00

P G Wodehouse. The Man with Two Left Feet and other stories. London: Methuen, 1934. 13th edition
. Reasonably early Wodehouse copy unusually with its wrapper. Collection of short stories including a
Bertie Wooster/Gussie Fink Nottle episode. Book is bright with slightly faded spine and a small area of
cloth bubble on the back board close to the spine. General edge wear. Contents lightly toned with the
occasional spot. Wrap is complete with some edge nibbles and a little repair. A bit grubby. Good in good
dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5002) £18.00

P G Wodehouse. The Man with Two Left Feet and other stories. London: Methuen, 1934. 13th edition
. Reasonably early Wodehouse copy unusually with its wrapper. Collection of short stories including a
Bertie Wooster/Gussie Fink Nottle episode. Binding is bright and clean with a small mark to the front
board and a spot to the back bord. Corners and bottom spine end with light wear. Contents lightly toned
with spotting to the foredge. Small ownership inscription to front endpaper. Wrap is complete and clean
with some edge nibbles to the top edge. Good in very good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5039) £20.00

P G Wodehouse. The Mating Season. London: Barrie & Jenkins, 1978. 1st thus . ISBN: 0257660585.
Wrap is price-clipped and with slight browning to top edge. Binding in fine bright condition. Internally very
clean with ownership details to front endpaper. Near fine in good + dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5050)£20.00

P G Wodehouse. The Mating Season. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, 1949. 1st Edition. Wrap
price-clipped with some loss at the bottom of the spine, at the top edge and at the folds. Some repair to
tearing. Bright orange cloth binding with slight mark to front board and light wear at corners, spine ends,
and edges. Contents clean with some brown marking that starts circa p 208 and is generally to bottom
and lower side margin where it occurs. Good + in fair dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5057) £30.00

P G Wodehouse. Mike. London : A & C Black Ltd , 1932. 2nd edition, 3rd printing . Early copy in original
binding with 4 colour plates by J H Hartley. One of Wodehouse's early school stories involving Mike and
introducing the character Psmith half way through. The work was split into 2 in the 1950's - becoming
Mike at Wrykyn and Enter Psmith. Binding with some creasing and wear. A lot of spotting at the foredge
and top and bottom page edges. Inscription to front endpaper which has been repaired. Contents
generally clean with the occasional spot although the page edge spotting is visible internally. Fair.
Hardcover.  (6316) £15.00

P G Wodehouse. Money for Nothing. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, Circa 1927. 1st edition, 2nd
printing . Bright cloth binding - orange with black titles. Spine darkened and small mark on front board.
Some spotting to foredge and occasionally internally. One page corner missing. 8 pp ads at the rear.
Good +. Hardcover.  (5066) £8.00

P G Wodehouse. Money for Nothing. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, ? early 1930's. 1st edition, 3rd
printing . Binding worn with some fraying at corners and spine ends. Slightly grubby and wobbly.
Contents generally clean with occasional spotting. Fair. Hardcover.  (5067) £5.00

P G Wodehouse. Money for Nothing. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, Circa 1938. 9th printing .
Binding reasonably clean with some fraying and turning to corners and pulling to spine ends. Some
marking to boards. Contents clean apart from a mark which extends from the foredge well into the side
margin from p 200 to p 224. Poor. Hardcover.  (5068) £2.00
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P G Wodehouse. Nothing Serious. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, ?1950/1951. 2nd impression .
ISBN: 0257656480. First published in 1950 - the titles on the flap have Nothing Serious as the last - so it
was probably very quickly reprinted after first publication. Wrap price clipped with new price of 6/-
stamped onto the flap. The wrap has some edge nibbles and slight loss. Binding bright and clean and
contents very clean. Near fine in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5052) £25.00

P G Wodehouse. The Parrot and Other Poems. London: Hutchinson, 1988. 1st Edition. ISBN:
0091737192. With introduction by Auberon Waugh and illustrations by David Langdon. Binding with light
pulling at spine ends. Near fine in fine dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5085) £25.00

P G Wodehouse. A Pelican at Blandings. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1969. 1st Edition. Wrap price
clipped with edge nibbling and slight loss around the spine and folds. There is some repaired tearing. It
was designed by Osbert Lancaster. Binding is black cloth with silver titles. Both bottom corners are
bumped and it looks like the book was dropped with some impact down the side of the front board.
Contents clean with some spotting at pp 202-203 and a repaired tear in the gutter at p 203. Light spot to
foredge. Good + in fair dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5053) £15.00

P G Wodehouse. Performing Flea. A Self-Portrait in Letters. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1954. Reprint.
Introduction and notes by W Townend. Inscription to front endpaper. Book clean - some fading to spine
and board edges. Jacket with some edge nibbles and loss and a small hole in the spine. Good + in fair
dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5013) £10.00

P G Wodehouse. Plum Pie. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1966. 1st Edition. Binding and contents clean but
both endpapers removed and sprawly signature to front pastedown. Title with some letters in
Wodehouse inked in. Fair. Hardcover.  (6315) £3.00

P G Wodehouse. The Plums of P G Wodehouse. London: The Folio Society , 1998. 2nd Printing.
Illustrated by Paul Cox. Stories selected by Joe Whitlock Blundell . Fine in fine slipcase dust-jacket.
Hardcover.  (7351) £6.00

P G Wodehouse. The Pothunters. London: Souvenir Press , 1972. 1st thus . ISBN: 0257659714.
Reissue of one of Wodehouse's earliest works. Book bright and clean with some fading at the top spine
end. Contents very clean. In price-clipped but very clean wrap. Near fine in very good dust-jacket.
Hardcover.  (5178) £15.00

P G Wodehouse. Psmith in the City. London: A&C Black, 1930. Reprint . The second Wodehouse title
featuring Psmith. Binding very faded and worn with bumped corners. Internally the front endpaper has
been removed. Paper is spotty and toned. Contents complete and clean with 2 pp of adverts at the rear.
Fair. Hardcover.  (6270) £4.00

P G Wodehouse. Psmith in the City. London: A&C Black, March 1924. Reprint . The second
Wodehouse title featuring Psmith. Binding in very good condition. Small mark on the front board; spine a
little faded; wear to spine ends and to corners. Stamps from Shropshire Libraries at both endpapers but
no other library annoyances. Contents clean with spotting to the page edges. 2 pp of adverts at the rear.
Good. Hardcover.  (6271) £7.00

P G Wodehouse. Psmith in the City. London: A&C Black, 1926. Reprint . The second Wodehouse title
featuring Psmith. Binding very faded and worn with bumped corners, and browned spine which is
detaching at the rear. Contents complete and clean. A reasonable reading copy of an early reprint. Poor.
Hardcover.  (6302) £3.00
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P G Wodehouse. Psmith, Journalist. London: A&C Black, Oct 1923. Reprint . Sound early printing of a
Wodehouse classic. Binding has a faded spine and there is some grubby marking, particularly on the
back board. Some pulling to spine ends and wear to corners. Contents are very clean with spotting to the
foredge which is sometimes visible in the margin. Repaired edge tear at p 199 Good. Hardcover.
(6269) £7.00

P G Wodehouse. Quick Service. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, Circa 1940. 2nd printing . Binding
bright and clean. Couple of small indentations to front board at the bottom and small bump to top edge of
the back board. Spine ends with light pulling. Some turning to corners. Signature to front endpaper. A lot
of spotting to top page edges and to foredge. Good. Hardcover.  (5084) £4.00

P G Wodehouse. Sam the Sudden. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1928. 5th edition . Published 3 years
after the 1st edition. In original green cloth binding with black titles. Binding is clean and sound. Spine
darkened and darker edges to boards. Spine ends pulled. Light corner wear. Contents complete - some
spotting mainly to foredge and some marking circa pp 67-68. Good. Hardcover.  (5163) £5.00

P G Wodehouse. Sam the Sudden. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1932. 7th edition. Blue cloth binding
with staining to front board and a very faded and worn spine. General edge and corner wear. Contents
with some marking and staining to page edges and margins. Fair. Hardcover.  (5165) £2.00

P G Wodehouse. Sam the Sudden. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1936. 11th edition. Blue cloth binding
unusually bright and clean. Contents complete with a lot of foxing to foredge and margins. More
widespread foxing at the beginning and end of the work. Good. Hardcover.  (5166) £3.00

P G Wodehouse. Sam the Sudden. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1950. 13th edition . Later reprint in
improved quality binding. Binding clean and sound with some turning to corners and pulling to spine
ends. Contents clean with some foxing at the endpapers and spotting to the top page edges. Jacket
complete - some edge nibbles and loss. Spotting to the spine. Good + in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.
(5167) £15.00

P G Wodehouse. Something Fresh. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1943. 18th edition. Binding very clean
with light wear to spine ends. Corners turned. Some spotting to foredge. Contents clean. Webbing to
binding visible at p221. A Blandings Castle story . Good. Hardcover.  (6311) £6.00

P G Wodehouse. Summer Lightning. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, Ca 1940. 7th printing. Orange
cloth binding with black titles. Spine darkened with some marking. Wear around the edges. Light mark to
the top edge of the back board. Back corners bumped and wear to front corners. Some spotting to
foredge and preliminaries. Character cast list in pencil on the rear endpaper and ownership signature to
front endpaper. Good +. Hardcover.  (5072) £8.00

P G Wodehouse. Summer Lightning. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, ? ca 1930. 2nd printing .
Orange cloth binding with black titles. Some splitting to the side of the spine which is faded. Light wear to
boards and board edges. Wear to corners. Some browning at the free endpapers. P 31 with damage to
side and bottom margins. Light spotting, mostly to foredge. Fair. Hardcover.  (5073) £8.00

P G Wodehouse. Sunset at Blandings. London: Chatto and Windus, 1977. 1st Edition. Wodehouse's
last book with notes selected and edited by Richard Usborne. Pale blue cloth binding with some marking
to the bottom edge of the back board and some pulling to spine ends. Decorative endpapers. Couple of
marks to foredge. Wrap not price clipped but with some grubbiness and crinkling at the top edge. Very
good in very good + dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5078) £12.00
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P G Wodehouse. Sunset at Blandings. London: Chatto and Windus, 1977. 1st Edition. Wodehouse's
last book with notes selected and edited by Richard Usborne. Pale blue cloth binding in lovely clean
condition with light pulling at spine ends. Wrap with slight crinkling at top and bottom of the spine. Near
fine in near fine dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5145) £25.00

P G Wodehouse. Sunset at Blandings. London: BCA, 1978. Book club edition . Wodehouse's last book
with notes selected and edited by Richard Usborne. Pale blue cloth binding in clean condition with light
pulling at spine ends and slight fading to edges. Small signature at front endpaper. Wrap with light edge
wear and small repaired tear. Very good in very good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5146) £4.00

P G Wodehouse. The White Feather. London: A & C Black Ltd, 1922. 2nd edition, 1st reprint . An early
school story, first published in 1907. Binding tight and clean. Some cloth fraying at the edges, spine
ends, and corners. Sprawly signature at front endpaper. Colour frontispiece. Contents clean with the
occasional finger mark. Light toning to paper. Good. Hardcover.  (6313) £18.00

P G Wodehouse. The World of Jeeves. London: Barrie and Jenkins, 1976. Reprint . ISBN:
021420000000. Binding with some fading to edges and top corners turned. Spine ends pulled.
Inscription to front endpaper. Contents in very good clean condition. Wrap with some edge nibbling and
loss. Good in fair dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4999) £8.00

P G Wodehouse. The World of Jeeves. London: Barrie and Jenkins, 1967. 1st Edition. Binding sound
but very faded, particularly on the spine. Dent to top edge front board and general wear at corners and
edges. Small signature at front endpaper. Contents generally clean with some marking at the foredge.
Good. Hardcover.  (5080) £4.00

P G Wodehouse. The World of Mr Mulliner. London: Barrie and Jenkins, 1972. New enlarged edition .
ISBN: 0214654044. Binding sound but very faded, particularly on the spine. General wear at edges and
corners. Some staining to the foredge and top edge at the top corner for the first few pages. Contents
generally clean. Good. Hardcover.  (5082) £4.00

P G Wodehouse. The World of Psmith. London: Barrie and Jenkins, 1974. 1st thus . ISBN:
021420000000. Near fine clean copy. Gift inscription to front endpaper. Wrap price clipped and with
slight marking at the top of the spine. Near fine in good + dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4997) £25.00

P G Wodehouse. The World of Ukridge. London: Barrie and Jenkins, 1975. 1st Edition thus . ISBN:
0214201376. Binding clean with spine slightly cocked to rear. Contents clean with some rubbing out at
front endpaper. Wrap with some edge nibbles and grubbiness. Tear at front panel top edge. Very good in
fair dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5121) £8.00

P G Wodehouse . Barmy in Wonderland. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1958. 1st Autograph Edition . From
the Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Jacket with some damage before it
was laminated; paper repair to p 163; some pages with tight top margins (original binding error). Poor in
fair dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4425) £4.00
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P G Wodehouse . Big Money. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1956. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Some wear and grubbiness to top
spine end; spine with vertical line down the centre. Good in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4438) £8.00

P G Wodehouse . Bill the Conqueror. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1932. 11th edition . Early copy with
dustwrapper. Binding is bright and clean with very little wear. Spine cocked to front. Contents with
sprawly ownership details at front endpaper. Contents clean with light spot to foredge. Pale stain in
gutter at title page. Wrap complete with a lot of edge nibbles and small loss. Some scuffing to paper
surface on the spine. Very good in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5041) £15.00

P G Wodehouse . Bill the Conqueror. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1934. 15th edition. Early copy with
dustwrapper. Binding is bright and clean with very little wear. Spine cocked to front and slightly faded.
Contents clean with some spotting to foredge and at the endpapers. Some page corners turned. Wrap
complete with some edge nibbles with loss. Very good in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5042) £15.00

P G Wodehouse . Blandings Castle. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1957. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Binding cocked with some bumping
to bottom corners; some splitting at the front endpaper; p147 detaching and some corners creased -
obviously a favourite read. Poor in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4414) £8.00

P G Wodehouse . Carry On, Jeeves. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1960. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Some library marks to title page;
small repaired tear to top page edge p 29 Good in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4422) £8.00

P G Wodehouse . The Clicking of Cuthbert. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1956. 1st Autograph Edition .
From the Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit
became officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been
agreed to reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and
exposed to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and
well-used resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers
and the dust wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Contents clean . Good
+ in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4417) £12.00

P G Wodehouse . Cocktail Time. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, 1958. 1st Edition. Some light
marking to boards. Top corners turned and spine dulled. Contents very clean. Paper lightly toned. Good
+. Hardcover.  (5024) £8.00
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P G Wodehouse . Cocktail Time. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, 1958. 1st Edition. Some light
marking to boards - and front board with slight warp. Small mark at bottom of spine, which is slightly
faded. Corners with light wear. Contents clean but with a lot of spotting at page edges and at the
foredge. Fair. Hardcover.  (5025) £6.00

P G Wodehouse . The Code of the Woosters. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1962. Autograph Edition . Book
clean and sound. Wrap with some tearing and loss. Price clipped. Inscription at front endpaper. Very
good in fair dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (6304) £5.00

P G Wodehouse . The Coming of Bill. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1966. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Couple of small indentations to front
board; small repaired tear to top edge of p 137. Contents clean. Good in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.
(4424) £10.00

P G Wodehouse . Company for Henry. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1967. 1st Edition. Lovely clean copy.
Jacket (price clipped but otherwise very clean and complete) designed by Osbert Lancaster. In variant
black binding with gold titles and Barrie and Jenkins on the spine (Herbert Jenkins became Barrie and
Jenkins). Near fine in good + dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5028) £25.00

P G Wodehouse . A Damsel in Distress. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1956. 1st Autograph Edition . From
the Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Lamination process to wrap has
blurred the cover text; rear free endpaper a bit stuck to the pastedown endpaper. Good in good
dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4420) £10.00

P G Wodehouse . A Damsel in Distress. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1956. Autograph Edition . 1st
autograph edition. Binding sound but a nasty stain to the front board. Inscription at front endpaper.
Contents generally clean with some spotting to foredge. Good. Hardcover.  (6307) £3.00

P G Wodehouse . Do Butlers Burgle Banks? London: Herbert Jenkins , 1968. 1st Edition. Jacket
designed by Osbert Lancaster. Not price-clipped and with only slight wear at edges. Green cloth binding
with silver titles - bright and clean with slight pulling to spine ends and light corner wear. Contents very
clean - ownership signatures to both front endpapers. Near fine in near fine dust-jacket. Hardcover.
(5065) £45.00

P G Wodehouse . Doctor Sally. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1934. 4th edition . Early copy with scarce
dustwrapper. Binding is bright and clean with light wear to corners and spine ends. The spine is slightly
faded and there is a small mark to the front board. Contents clean with light toning to paper, some initial
light foxing and some spotting to the foredge . Wrap complete with repair and loss to the top of the spine
and general nibbling and browning at the edges. Good + in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5045) £30.00
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P G Wodehouse . Eggs, Beans and Crumpets. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1963. 1st Autograph Edition .
From the Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit
became officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been
agreed to reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and
exposed to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and
well-used resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers
and the dust wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Jacket a bit skewed in
the lamination process. Good in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4429) £10.00

P G Wodehouse . Eggs, Beans and Crumpets. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1963. Autograph Edition .
Book clean and sound. Couple of spots at the foredge. Inscription at front endpaper. Wrap with some
tearing and loss. Price clipped. Very good in fair dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (6303) £5.00

P G Wodehouse . Galahad at Blandings. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1965. 1st Edition. Wrap missing
sections from both covers but not price clipped. Red cloth binding with gilt titles - some staining to board
and spine edges. A previous owner has tried to write their name on the foredge, and to make sure has
repeated their name largely and messily at the front endpapers. Page corners turned at pp 201 and 203.
Otherwise clean. Good + in poor dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5059) £20.00

P G Wodehouse . A Gentleman of Leisure. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1962. 1st Autograph Edition .
From the Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit
became officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been
agreed to reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and
exposed to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and
well-used resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers
and the dust wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Crease to top corner of
front endpaper. Good + in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4431) £12.00

P G Wodehouse . The Girl on the Boat. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1956. 1st Autograph Edition . From
the Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Missing corner to top of contents
page; stain to gutter at p 10. Fair in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4433) £8.00

P G Wodehouse . The Heart of a Goof. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1956. 1st Autograph Edition . From
the Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Jacket with some fading to spine.
Good + in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4430) £12.00

P G Wodehouse . Heavy Weather. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1960. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. ? tea stain to bottom margin p 19.
Good in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4415) £12.00
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P G Wodehouse . Heavy Weather. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1960. Autograph Edition . 1st autograph
edition. Binding sound with darker staining to edge of back board. Some staining to bottom page edge.
Ink date to front endpaper. Contents reasonably clean . Fair. Hardcover.  (6308) £3.00

P G Wodehouse . Hot Water. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1956. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Contents with old sellotape repairs
where pages circa p 174 held in - sellotape now removed and pages reattached but the staining
remains. Small loss to bottom margin of p 174, and occasional marking. Fair in good dust-jacket.
Hardcover.  (4446) £6.00

P G Wodehouse . Ice in the Bedroom. London: Herbert Jenkins , 1961. 1st Edition. Wrap not price
clipped. Spine sunned and some darkening and slight nibbling at edges. Red cloth binding with gilt titles.
Spine lightly pulled. Ownership signature to front endpaper and light foxing to preliminaries and end
leaves. A lot of spotting to the foredge. Very clean. Very good in good + dust-jacket. Hardcover.
(5064) £30.00

P G Wodehouse . If I Were You. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1958. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap.Contents clean . Good in good
dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4408) £10.00

P G Wodehouse . The Indiscretions of Archie. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1965. 1st Autograph Edition .
From the Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit
became officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been
agreed to reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and
exposed to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and
well-used resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers
and the dust wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Crease to page 110.
Contents clean . Good in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4416) £12.00

P G Wodehouse . Jeeves and the Feudal Spirit. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1962. 1st Autograph Edition
. From the Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit
became officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been
agreed to reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and
exposed to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and
well-used resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers
and the dust wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Spine cocked to front.
Good in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4436) £20.00

P G Wodehouse . Jeeves Omnibus. London : Herbert Jenkins. 1st edition, 5th printing . Clean copy in
original cloth binding with black design and lettering to front board, and black titles to spine. Binding with
the usual wear to spine ends, edges and corners. A few pale marks on the spine. Contents very clean.
Good. Hardcover.  (5008) £8.00
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P G Wodehouse . Jeeves Omnibus. London : Herbert Jenkins, 1931. 1st Edition. Clean copy in original
cloth binding with black design and lettering to front board, and black titles to spine. Light wear at the
spine ends and some wear to corners - small bump bottom corner of back board. Some bubble to cloth
on the back board next to the spine. Contents very clean with light spotting to the foredge. Scarce. Good
+. Hardcover.  (5009) £40.00

P G Wodehouse . Jill the Reckless. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1958. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Lamination process to wrap has
blurred the cover text. Good in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4421) £10.00

P G Wodehouse . Jill the Reckless. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1958. Autograph Edition . 1st autograph
edition. Binding very worn with some marking. Signature at front endpaper. Contents generally clean wit
the odd page corner turned over. Fair. Hardcover.  (6306) £3.00

P G Wodehouse . Laughing Gas. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1959. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Some marking to top margins.
Contents otherwise clean. Good in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4411) £12.00

P G Wodehouse . Leave it to Psmith. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1961. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Some grubby markings to front
endpaper; some ? coffee staining pp 150-151; some damage to top page edges pp 207-220. Poor in
good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4428) £5.00

P G Wodehouse . Leave it to Psmith. London: The Folio Society , 1992. 3rd Printing. Illustrated by Paul
Cox. Very clean copy. Small dark smudge at bottom of spine. Near fine in near fine slipcase dust-jacket.
Hardcover.  (7419) £9.00

P G Wodehouse . Lord Emsworth and Others. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1956. 1st Autograph Edition .
From the Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit
became officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been
agreed to reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and
exposed to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and
well-used resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers
and the dust wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Occasional spotting.
Good + in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4437) £12.00
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P G Wodehouse . Louder and Funnier. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1963. 1st Autograph Edition . From
the Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Lamination process has blurred the
text on the wrap; couple of page corners turned. Good in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4426) £18.00

P G Wodehouse . Love Among the Chickens. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1963. 1st Autograph Edition .
From the Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit
became officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been
agreed to reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and
exposed to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and
well-used resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers
and the dust wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Binding with bumping
to bottom corners; some staining at front endpaper. Good in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4419)£10.00

P G Wodehouse . The Luck of the Bodkins. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, 1935. 1st Edition. 1st
edition, 1st issue in red cloth binding with black titles. Binding reasonably bright but some wear and cloth
loss at the front spine joint. Corners with wear and some cloth loss. Some darkened areas to spine and
boards. Contents complete - some spotting and marking and a number of page corner tips missing.
Spotting at foredge. Fair. Hardcover.  (5172) £10.00

P G Wodehouse . Meet Mr Mulliner. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1956. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Repair to half title page. Good in
good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4434) £10.00

P G Wodehouse . Meet Mr Mulliner. London: Herbert Jenkins, Circa 1949. 10th printing . Clean copy in
wrap. Book has red cloth binding with black titles. There is a bump on the board edge close to the
bottom spine end and some pale marking at the bottom of the back board. Top corners turnred and some
spotting to foredge. Inscription to front endpaper and some foxing to early leaves. Wrap circa 1950 from
the book ads on the flaps (includes the title Nothing Serious). Clean with some loss - at the folds, spine
ends, top and bottom of the back cover. 5/- price to spine. Good in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.
(5074) £30.00

P G Wodehouse . Money for Nothing. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1959. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Nasty stain to inside flap persisting
through to contents page. Contents otherwise clean . Poor in fair dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4418) £5.00
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P G Wodehouse . Money in the Bank. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, 1946. 1st Edition. Wrap price
clipped with some tearing at the edges. Small loss at spine and folds and some creasing at the edges.
Orange cloth binding with black lettering. Light corner wear and a very small spot on the front board.
Contents very clean with occasional spotting in the side margins. Bottom corner of p 95 has been cut off
- no text loss. Very good in fair dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5062) £40.00

P G Wodehouse . Much Obliged Jeeves. London: Barrie & Jenkins, 1971. 1st Edition, 1st reprint .
ISBN: 0214653609. Pale blue cloth binding - cup ring mark to front board; slight bumping to bottom
corners; spine slightly cocked to front with wear at spine ends. Signature at front endpaper. Contents
otherwise very good. Wrap has old sellotape repair - sellotape has been removed but has left the usual
stain. Edge wrinkling and slight grubbiness. Good + in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5003) £12.00

P G Wodehouse . Mulliner Nights. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1966. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Repair to side of half title. Good + in
good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4432) £18.00

P G Wodehouse . Nothing Serious. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1964. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Some staining to top of front
endpaper. Contents clean. Good + in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4410) £12.00

P G Wodehouse . Nothing Serious. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, 1950. 1st Edition. Set of short
stories. Binding with wear and fraying to spine ends. Wear to corners. Spine sunned and overall a little
grubby. Brown toning to endpapers and some spotting to foredge. Extensive staining at pp 158-163 -
looks like someone has spilt their tea. Fair. Hardcover.  (5027) £6.00

P G Wodehouse . The Old Reliable. London: Herbert Jenkins Ltd, 1951. 1st Edition. Book bright and
clean. Some darkening to the bottom edge of the boards and a slight mark on the front board. Contents
complete and clean apart from a small spot at the top corner of p 96 which grows into blobs and almost
total coverage of the corner and then shrinks to nothing at p 119. Good +. Hardcover.  (5060) £8.00

P G Wodehouse . PIccadilly Jim. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1966. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Contents very clean but with a small
persistent spot at top page edges. Blue wrap has faded to purple. Good in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.
(4412) £10.00

P G Wodehouse . Piccadilly Jim. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, Undated. 19th printing . One of
Wodehouse's earlier titles and much reprinted. This copy probably 1940's. Binding reasonably sound - a
lot of wear to the spine joints and ends. Contents with some toning to paper. Fair. Hardcover.
(6309) £3.00
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P G Wodehouse . Pigs have Wings. London: Herbert Jenkins Ltd, 1952. 1st Edition. Wrap not price
clipped - but with loss along the edges and a hole in the back flap. Something has been pasted over the
bottom of the spine and then removed. Red cloth binding with black lettering. Fading to spine and board
edges and 3 small indentations in the top, bottom and side edge of the front board. Contents with
sprawly inscription to front endpaper, but otherwise very clean. Good in fair dust-jacket. Hardcover.
(5061) £20.00

P G Wodehouse . A Prefect's Uncle. London: Souvenir Press Ltd, 1972. Re-issue . ISBN: 0285620746.
This was Wodehouse's second novel. Reissued by Souvenir Press in 1972. Clean and bright with
protected wrap. Slight pulling to spine ends. Near fine in near fine dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5029) £15.00

P G Wodehouse . Quick Service. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1960. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Binding clean with light pulling to
spine ends. Contents clean . Good + in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4409) £10.00

P G Wodehouse . Right Ho, Jeeves. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1957. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Repair to gutter of half title page;
some spotting to foredge . Good in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4435) £25.00

P G Wodehouse . Ring for Jeeves. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1963. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Couple of stains on back board and
some staining at the front endpaper. Some library marks to title page. Contents clean . Good in good
dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4407) £12.00

P G Wodehouse . Ring for Jeeves. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1953. 1st Edition. Nice clean copy. Spine
slightly darkened and a couple of small indentations to board edges - at the side of the front board and
close to the bottom corner of the back board. Slight foxing to preliminaries. The only Jeeves novel
without Bertie Wooster. Very good. Hardcover.  (5026) £24.00

P G Wodehouse . Ring for Jeeves. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1963. Autograph Edition . Book has had
both sets of endpapers removed and there is a signature at the top of the half title page. Some staining
to bottom page edges. Contents clean with some foxing. Wrap is complete with some edge nibbling and
browning to the spine. Fair in very good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (6305) £3.00

P G Wodehouse . The Small Bachelor. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1934. 8th edition. Reasonably early
copy with dustwrapper. Binding is bright and clean with some wear to edges and corners. Spine with
slight fade. Contents clean with very toned paper and a lot of spotting to the foredge. Wrap complete
with a lot of edge nibbles and small loss to the bottom edge and a little light nibble to the top edge. Small
hole in the spine. Good in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5040) £12.00
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P G Wodehouse . The Small Bachelor. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1928. 2nd edition . Published one
year after the 1st. Binding clean and sound. Some pulling to spine ends with small tear at top and
bottom. Spine darkened. Contents clean but with a lot of spotting both to margins and to foredge. Small
repaired edge tear at p115. Good. Hardcover.  (5159) £10.00

P G Wodehouse . The Small Bachelor. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1928. 2nd edition . Published one
year after the 1st. Binding clean and sound. Corners bumped and pulling to spine ends. Some marking
on the back board. Internally some marking at front endpaper. Contents clean but with a lot of spotting -
mainly to margins and to the foredge. Publisher's catalogue at the rear. Fair. Hardcover.  (5160) £10.00

P G Wodehouse . The Small Bachelor. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1933. 7th edition . Binding clean
and sound with a faded spine. Contents clean with spotting to foredge. Wrap complete. Some edge
nibbles and small tears and a bit grubby. Fair in fair dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5161) £10.00

P G Wodehouse . The Small Bachelor. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1934. 8th edition. Binding clean and
sound with light pulling to spine.Corners turned. Contents clean with spotting to foredge. Wrap with loss
at the top and bottom of the spine and some general nibbling and edge tearing. Good + in fair
dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5162) £10.00

P G Wodehouse . Something Fresh. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1934. 16th edition . Early copy with
scarce dustwrapper. Binding with a faded spine and wear at spine ends, corners and edges. Small
vertical cut in the cloth just below the titles - cloth looks more dented than torn. Contents clean with light
toning to paper, and a lot of spotting to page edges and to the foredge. Wrap complete with general edge
nibbles and a couple of top edge tears. Good in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5046) £20.00

P G Wodehouse . Stiff Upper Lip, Jeeves. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1963. 1st Edition. In red cloth
binding with gilt titles. Spine is slightly cocked to the front and some wear at spine ends and corners.
Intenrally a previous owner has torn the bottom corners off the half title and title page and removed the
front endpaper, leaving the webbing visible at the front endpaper joint. Ownership signature to front
pastedown. Clean internally bar a stain at the bottom page edge. Wrap with price section torn off. Some
staining and nibbling to the bottom edge with loss at bottom folds and spine; top edge not stained but
with similar nibbling and loss. Back flap a little grubby. Fair in good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5075)£18.00

P G Wodehouse . Summer Moonshine. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1956. 1st Autograph Edition . From
the Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Contents very clean. Good + in
good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4413) £10.00

P G Wodehouse . Thank You, Jeeves. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1956. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Contents clean. Good + in good
dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4423) £14.00
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P G Wodehouse . Ukridge. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1960. 1st Autograph Edition . From the Recreation
Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became officially based
there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to reopen it as a
remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed to some
ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used resource. As
an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust wrapper has
been preserved in laminated wrap. Binding clean with 2 bumped corners. Backing visible at title page
and some spotting to rear endpaper - otherwise clean and sound internally. Fair in good dust-jacket.
Hardcover.  (4406) £8.00

P G Wodehouse . Ukridge. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, 1924. 1st Edition. 1st edition dated 1924
on the title page. Green cloth binding with black titles and design on front board. Front board a little
creased and with some marking. Spine ends pulled. Corners turned. Some marking and spotting to
foredge. Internally some pencil marking; repaired edge tear at p 17/18; otherwise generally clean with
the odd mark or spot . Fair. Hardcover.  (5173) £10.00

P G Wodehouse . Ukridge. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, 1924. 1st Edition. 1st edition dated 1924
on the title page. Green cloth binding with black titles and design on front board. Spine faded and with
pulled ends. Some cloth bubbling at the top of the front board. Boards quite bright. Internally generally
clean. Pages circa 47-78 affected by chewing ?small dog? at the bottom corner - text generally ok but
some tearing, teeth marks and missing corners at points. Poor. Hardcover.  (5174) £5.00

P G Wodehouse . Ukridge. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, 1924. 1st Edition. 1st edition dated 1924
on the title page. Green cloth binding with black titles and design on front board. This copy has been
rebacked relaying the original spine and there is tape reinforcement at the endpaper joints. Binding is
clean and sound with some lighter marking on the front board. Stamped date and old signature at front
endpapers - some marking also. A lot of spotting and marking to text pp and to foredge. Fair. Hardcover.
(5175) £8.00

P G Wodehouse . Ukridge. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, 1929. 5th printing . Binding clean with
general wear at spine ends, edges and corners. Contents generally clean with some spotting at page
edges. Small area of damaged text at p197 - but readable Repaired edge tear at the top of p 252. Fair.
Hardcover.  (5176) £6.00

P G Wodehouse . Uncle Dynamite. London: Herbert Jenkins Limited, 1948. 1st Edition. Orange cloth
binding with black lettering. Light wear to spine ends and corners. Very clean internally. Good +.
Hardcover.  (5063) £6.00

P G Wodehouse . Uncle Fred in the Springtime. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1962. 1st Autograph Edition
. From the Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit
became officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been
agreed to reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and
exposed to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and
well-used resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers
and the dust wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Small mark to front
board; jacket has become a bit skewed by the lamination process; some page corners turned.  Fair in
good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (4427) £8.00

P G Wodehouse . Uneasy Money. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1934. 17th edition. Early copy with
scarce dustwrapper. Binding is bright and clean with light wear to spine ends and corners. Front bottom
corner with small bump. Contents clean with light toning and some spotting to foredge. Wrap with nibble
at the top of the spine and light edge wear. Slightly grubby. Very good in good + dust-jacket. Hardcover.
(5043) £35.00
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P G Wodehouse . Uneasy Money. London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1934. 17th edition. Early copy with
scarce dustwrapper. Binding is bright and clean with light wear to corners. There is a faded area at the
bottom of the spine and light wear at the top spine end. Contents clean with light foxing mostly to the
page edge and some spotting to foredge . Wrap complete with slight browning to the top edge, slight
edge wear and a small tear. Stain at back flap - looks to be part of a coffee cup ring. Good + in good +
dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (5044) £32.00

P G Wodehouse . Very Good, Jeeves. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1958. 1st Autograph Edition . From the
Recreation Library at the Saxa Vord RAF Radar Station on Unst. The No 91 Signals Unit became
officially based there in 1957 and the site was closed in April 2006, although funding has been agreed to
reopen it as a remote un-manned site. Unst is the most northerly of the Shetland Islands - and exposed
to some ferocious weather - so the recreation library would have been an important and well-used
resource. As an ex-library copy there are Saxa Vord library markings on the front endpapers and the dust
wrapper is price-clipped and has been preserved in laminated wrap. Some library markings to title page;
p 65 reattached with some damage to side edge; some creased corners. Fair in good dust-jacket.
Hardcover.  (4447) £5.00

P G Wodehouse . Very Good, Jeeves. Carry On, Jeeves. The Inimitable Jeeves. London: The Folio
Society , 2010. 1st thus. With illustrations by Paul Cox. Set of 3 novels in lovely clean condition. Slipcase
with some scuffing. Fine in very good + slipcase dust-jacket. Cloth blocked with design by artist .
(6067) £36.00

P G Wodehouse and Guy Bolton . Bring on the Girls. The improbably story of our life in musical
comedy with pictures to prove it. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1954. 1st Edition. Scarce. Binding bright
and clean - contents in lovely clean condition bar one leaf of photos where there is an archive tape repair
to a tear. Wrap is complete and clean with some repair and edge nibbles. Good + in fair dust-jacket.
Hardcover.  (5014) £20.00

P G Wodehouse and Scott Meredith. The Week-End Book of Humour. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1954.
1st Edition. Clean copy with numerous illustrations. Selection of short stories selected by Wodehouse
and Meredith. Ownership notes on front endpaper. Paper lightly toned. Good +. Hardcover.  (5047) £4.00

P G Wodehouse, A A Milne, E Nesbit, O Henry, Eleanor Farjeon et al . The Favourite Wonder Book.
London : Odhams Press Limited , 1938. 1st Edition. A compilation of stories and poems from well known
authors profusely illustrated with black and white illustrations and 16 colour printed plates. In dark red
embossed binding with scarce wrapper. Rare to find in this condition. Wrapper has repair and chipping.
Contents in very bright clean condition. Very good + in fair dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (908) £30.00

P G Wodehouse, Hilaire Belloc (introduction). Week-end Wodehouse. London: Herbert Jenkins, 1953.
Reprint . With introduction by Hilaire Belloc and illustrations by Kerr. Binding bright and clean with light
fade to spine ends. Wrap complete with some edge tears and nibbles. Very good in good + dust-jacket.
Hardcover.  (5011) £15.00

P G Wodehouse, Hilaire Belloc (introduction). Week-end Wodehouse. London: Herbert Jenkins, ?1939.
?1st thus. With introduction by Hilaire Belloc and illustrations by Kerr. Binding a bit wobbly and a lot of
wear to edges, spine ends and corners. No date information - but looks likely to be the 1st edition of this
collection. Page marker present. Contents clean . Fair. Hardcover.  (5012) £5.00

P G Wodehouse, Richard Usbourne (editor). Vintage Wodehouse. London: Barrie and Jenkins , 1977.
1st Edition. ISBN: 214203506. Clean copy with some spotting to foredge and boards with bumped
corners. Good + in very good dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (3336) £5.00
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